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olive custance (1874-1944) - the yellow book - olive custance (1874-1944) olive eleanor custance was
born on february 7, 1874, the eldest daughter of colonel frederic hambledon custance and eleanor constance
jolliffe. her family were wealthy members of the landed gentry, descended from sir francis bacon, and she
grew up at their country seat, weston old hall, norfolk. given her gender and social status, it is surprising that
from an early ... olive custance: a poet crossing boundaries - project muse - olive was born on 7
february 1874, the eldest of two daughters of colonel frederick hambledon custance of weston old hall, norfolk,
and his wife eleanor constance joliffe. olive custance douglas: introduction to a bibliography - 50 when
the work is considered as a whole, however, evidence in support of the decadent label is slight. more of olive
douglas' poetry is rink roses, tender green plants, soft rain, and new love. `a girl's love': lord alfred
douglas as homoerotic muse in ... - loughborough university institutional repository `a girl's love': lord
alfred douglas as homoerotic muse in the poetry of olive custance this item was submitted to loughborough
university's institutional repository lgbtq resource guide - a leading global university - coward’s short
play still life (1935), which later became the film brief encounter (1945), is seen to reflect coward’s experience
of being gay in this time. the first national festival of lgbt history is now just ... - of the first national
festival of lgbt history. because this work touches on issues of both because this work touches on issues of
both identity and activism, i think it is especially appropriate for the themes of the national decadence and
the senses - wordpress - siècle poetry by such figures as arthur symons, ernest dowson, and olive custance.
some of these poets wrote some of these poets wrote in order to recreate and relive their past sexual
adventures; hence their poetry is a kind of erotic performance download three essays: father vincent
mcnabb; a modern ... - olive custance her life and work, brocard sewell, 1975, biography & autobiography,
37 pages. . my dear time's waste , brocard sewell, 1966, editors, 169 pages. . new quests for corvo a collection
of essays by various hands, cecil woolf, brocard sewell, 1961, buzz bitesize: february 2013 - intranet
home - celebrating the life and work of noel coward and lectures on birmingham's gay history, and olive
custance, wife of lord alfred douglas. full details are on the university intranet. news ... oscar wilde society
newsletter - his wife - olive custance - though, was a member and showed douglas the book. by this time
douglas had renounced homosexuality and in reading the critical study he learnt edmund gosse is now
known predominantly for father and son - 1 edmund gosse (1849-1928) edmund gosse is now known
predominantly for father and son (1907), a work he originally published anonymously. this biographical
english literature in transition - press - work of gissing, primary bibliography, secondary bibliography.j
excluded from this index are the "editor's fence" and "announce- ment" sections which contain short notices
and/or dated materials. literature and culture at the fin de siecle - literature and culture at the fin de
siecle talia schaffer queens college and graduate center of the city university of new york susan j. wolfson
associate editor © 1982 estate of john homan. henry williamson society ... - work done there, praising
pepler's high skill and flair for design, which placed the press high on the list of private presses of the tine. we
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